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Maria Carrillo just one point
short as Benicia triumphs. C1
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uses office scanner to bring a
garden to life in new ways. D1
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the power of resilience. A3
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8.2 TEMBLOR » THOUSANDS HOMELESS

Strongest quake in a
century hits Mexico

Irma
barrels
toward
Florida
‘Nuclear’ hurricane
cues largest evacuation
in state’s history
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ
AND MARC SANTORA
NEW YORK TIMES
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Residents stand on debris from a partially collapsed building Friday felled by a massive earthquake in Juchitan, Oaxaca state, Mexico.

‘It’s as if it had been
bombed,’ city official
says; dozens dead
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LOCAL VINEYARDS

By PAULINA VILLEGAS, ELISABETH
MALKIN AND KIRK SEMPLE

Worker
housing
closer
to reality

NEW YORK TIMES

JUCHITÁN DE ZARAGOZA, Mexico —
More than 5,000 homes in this city were severely damaged. Its 19th-century City Hall, with
its 30 arches, buckled. The main hospital collapsed, forcing staff members to rush patients
to an empty lot and work by the light of their
cellphones.
By the time the earthquake’s tremors finally
faded, at least 36 people in the city were dead.
“It’s a truly critical situation,” Óscar Cruz
López, the city’s municipal secretary, said Friday. “The city,” he said, and then paused. “It’s
as if it had been bombed.”
Overall, the earthquake — the most powerful to hit the country in a century — killed
at least 58 people in Mexico, all of them in the
southern part of the country that was closer to
the quake’s epicenter off the Pacific Coast.
The earthquake, which had a magnitude of
8.2 and struck shortly before midnight Thursday, was felt by tens of millions of people in
Mexico and in Guatemala, where at least one
person died as well.
In Mexico City, the capital, which still bears
the physical and psychological scars of a devastating earthquake in 1985 that killed as
many as 10,000 people, alarms sounding over
loudspeakers spurred residents to flee into the
streets in their pajamas.
The city seemed to convulse in terrifying
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Evacuated patients lie on their hospital beds Friday in the aftermath of a massive
earthquake in Juchitan, Oaxaca state, Mexico.

Apocalypse? Probably not, but still
By HENRY FOUNTAIN
NEW YORK TIMES

CLEWISTON, Florida — Vicious hurricanes all in a row, one having swamped
Houston and another about to buzz
through Florida after ripping up the Caribbean.
Wildfires bursting out all over the West
after a season of scorching hot temperatures and years of dryness.
And late Thursday night, off the coast
of Mexico, a monster of an earthquake.

You could be forgiven for thinking apocalyptic thoughts, like science fiction writer John Scalzi who, surveying the charred
and flooded and shaken landscape, declared on Twitter that this “sure as hell
feels like the End Times are getting in a
few dress rehearsals right about now.”
Or the street corner preacher in Harlem overheard this week ranting about
Harvey, Irma and Kim Jong Un, in no particular order.
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Piece of Santa Rosa history lost to time
HOAG HOUSE » Only small
remnants of historic home left
after restoration efforts flopped
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

fter years of deterioration and
neglect, Santa Rosa’s oldest wooden house has slipped away with
hardly anyone noticing.
The remnants of the Hoag House, built
in 1856, sat for more than two decades in a
weed-choked field across from Trione-Annadel State Park after being moved a couple of times, including from its original

MIAMI — As Hurricane Irma
threatened to engulf virtually
the entire state of Florida in
deadly winds, driving rain and
surging seas, the largest evacuation in the state’s history saw
hundreds of thousands of people scrambling into crowded
county shelters and jamming
highways as they fled north
from the storm.
With
the INSIDE
clock ticking, ■ Santa Rosa
some counties man remains
issued
cur- on St. Martin
fews for Satur- with another
day, and more hurricane on
shelters were the way / A7
opened to absorb the crush of people seeking
cover from one of the most powerful hurricanes to hit Florida.
Brock Long, administrator of
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, described
Hurricane Irma as “a threat that
is going to devastate the United
States, either Florida or some of
the southeastern states.”
Irma has already flattened a
chain of Caribbean islands, in-

downtown location along the banks of
Santa Rosa Creek.
But what was left of the historic, firescarred structure was demolished and
hauled away in a dump truck earlier this
year after its current owner determined
there was little left worth saving.
“It was trashed. It was all fallen apart.
A pile of junk is about what it was,” said
Dick Carlile, the retired civil engineer
who was given the Hoag House after a local senior care business’ plans to develop
the surrounding site with a retirement
community and interpretive center fell
through.
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By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Eyeing both the region’s persistent lack of affordable homes
and the more recent labor
shortage in its signature wine
industry, Sonoma County is advancing plans for five vineyards
to build housing for more than
170 farmworkers.
The Board of Supervisors
will
consider
authorizing
agreements Tuesday for two
37-bed bunkhouses that would
shelter workers at vineyards
in the Geyserville area. If approved, the agreements would
follow similar plans supervisors signed off on last month to
bring bunkhouses with nearly
100 total beds for farmworkers
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RELIC OF A BYGONE ERA: The historic Hoag House was
built in1856. Little remains of the original house.
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